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para interlude free

download.rar.. Nothing
requires a cell phone to

work on a plane, and
nothing requires a

computer to work on a
plane. I’m sure you can

find a cell phone
somewhere on the cabin

floor, but what use is a cell
phone when the power to
recharge it is gone? And
what use is it when your
phone’s batteries can’t
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function in the air? Why
Don’t the Cabin Crew

Check for Cell Phones?
Well, that’s a very good
question, and one that

took about 30 seconds for
Air France’s chief steward,
Olivier Dormehl, to answer.

Air France has a
longstanding rule that the
cabin crew must scan all
boarding passes to catch
passengers with hidden

electronic devices. “We do
this operation twice a day,
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every day,” Dormehl told
Business Insider. Sure, this

may seem like a trivial
thing to check for — but
it’s something we never
imagine could affect the
cabin crew’s safety. If

someone has a cell phone
that’s not working, it’s

embarrassing, sure. But
we’ve seen passengers in
this position before, and
it’s never resulted in any
kind of crisis. If the cabin
crew can’t use a working
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cell phone for whatever
reason, they can call their
supervisors on the ground.
I’m sure this would be an
incredible inconvenience,
but you really have to ask

yourself: How serious a
problem is this to the
crew? What’s more

important to them —
getting a phone working or
keeping their passengers
happy? 7) The Passenger
Security Checkpoint Now,

let’s take a trip back to the
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year 2001. This was the
year that United States
enacted the so-called

Patriot Act, which altered
the way travelers around
the world were treated

when they entered the US.
Even though it came with
claims that there was “no
evidence to suggest that

this law is in any way
unfairly or

unconstitutionally applied,”
the act eventually became

the genesis of a lot of
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